GENERAL / SURFACE CLEANING
 This PDF/printable version is displayed here for your convenience, in case; you
have to collect below mentioned information from your colleague.
If you have all informations, please visit
http://www.pressurejet.com/Enquiry.aspx?Id=10 and send it to us.

1) Question: Have you ever used high pressure water jet cleaning pump? If
yes, please let us know the make and other details. i.e. application, flow
rate, pressure etc…
Question Explanation: This question is very important to let us know your
understanding / knowledge about this product. It is essential for us to open right
communication.

2) Question: What is your exact application?
Question Explaination : Please inform specifically about machine or component name
to be cleaned.e.g. Filter, Casting, Floor, Swimming Pool, Mould, Utensil, Canteen,
Reactor Vessel etc. This is important to offer you right accessories.

3) Question: Working hours / Duty. Please specify clearly.
Question Explaination: It is very important to inform working hours per day or per
week to decide PressureJet pump. If you require using High Pressure pump for 8-10
hours every day and 8-10 hours every week, then PressureJet Pump model may be
different.

4) Question: what may be the pressure? If you don’t know, then please
inform existing cleaning method.
Question Explanation: There are thousands of different applications of High PressureJet
pumps. For all applications, it is difficult for manufacturer to decide/know right
pressure, which is very important Technical Data. Therefore, client should inform

approximate pressure. If you do not inform exact pressure, then please inform existing
cleaning method.

5) Question: Flow requirement, if you know or guess.
Question Explanation: There are thousands of different applications of High PressureJet
pumps. For all applications, it is difficult for manufacturer to decide/know right flow
rate, which is very important Technical Data. Therefore, client should inform
approximate flow rate. If you do not know, please let us know your existing cleaning
process.

6) Question: Approx. Area or size and no. of component / articles to be
cleaned & time available.
Question Explanation: As you know, there are several different models of different flow
rate and pressure. Many a time, wrong selection (under capacity/over capacity) may
lead to failure of pump or causing nonviable operation of the pump. Therefore, it is
essential to inform approximate area or no. of job and time, to select appropriate High
Pressure Plunger Pump.

7) Question: What is your existing process to clean?
Question Explanation: Many a time, customer is not able to inform/guess right
pressure &/or flow rate. We understand the same very well. Therefore, it is essential to
inform your existing cleaning method in detail to enable us to decide right High
Pressure WaterJet pump and its cleaning accessories. This may include size and type of
equipment, typical cleaning method, Time required, manpower required, details of tool
/ machine or chemical used etc.

